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Decorative Floral Design Set  Perfect for those carry their Bible with a sense of style. Floral

background pattern with white edges are a visually pleasing way to find favorite Scriptures. 84 white

foil-edged tabs for Bible from 7 inches up to 12 inches. Set includes: Old and New Testament tabs,

Catholic tabs, special notation tabs and a Life Verse tab.  Tabs are printed on both sides, come with

a quick & easy placement guide, and are placed in a compact 3.25" x 6.25" package that can either

hang on a hook or stand on a counter.
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I have purchased about every color these come in, and they are very nice Bible tabs. They are easy

to apply, and there are a lot of extra tabs to fit various sections that certain Bibles may have

(besides the Old and New Testament, i.e. Concordance, extra books, notes...) They also sell a mini

sized version of these tabs which I wish I'd gotten for my current compact sized Bible, but I went

ahead and used these, and it looks fine. Makes finding the right book much easier!

I was happily applying these tabs to my thin paper bible. I am a perfectionist by nature and must say

I did not have much trouble aligning them. In one instance, I did put a tab in the wrong place and

was able to gently remove it and place in correct position. BUT after tabbing several books of the

Bible, the tabs for Isaiah and Jeremiah were missing. It is not that they fell off, there was no place

on the sheets of tabs for Isaiah or Jeremiah This ruined the Bible for me. At the same time if bought

these 84 piece set Majestic Floral-Edged Tabs I also bought an 84 piece set of gold-edged tabs.

The gold edged tab set contained tabs for Isaiah and Jeremiah. I can't explain how this could



happen. It was very disappointing.

These tabs are beautiful and look really elegant when arranged in the Bible, and they are so helpful

when trying to flip to a specific book.However, I have to be honest - they are an absolute pain to put

on, especially if you have a Bible with thin pages. I have tiny fingers/hands, but even so I found

myself having to be excruciatingly careful and cautious trying to put these on without ripping any

pages. And if you accidentally line up one of the tabs incorrectly...well, you'll just have to live with it,

because the sticky glue used to adhere these tabs is definitely not coming off without ripping the

page or stripping some of the paper fibers off so the page becomes even more thin.If you don't mind

spending at least 20-30 minutes putting these on, they are a beautiful addition to any Bible. Even

though it was rough to put the tabs on both my Bible and my husband's, we still love having them.

As an added bonus, they are really sturdy and definitely do not come off, even if you're flipping the

tabs a little more exuberantly than you probably should.

These tabs are beautiful and look really elegant when arranged in the Bible, and they are so helpful

when trying to flip to a specific book.However, I have to be honest - they are an absolute pain to put

on, especially if you have a Bible with thin pages. I have tiny fingers/hands, but even so I found

myself having to be excruciatingly careful and cautious trying to put these on without ripping any

pages. And if you accidentally line up one of the tabs incorrectly...well, you'll just have to live with it,

because the sticky glue used to adhere these tabs is definitely not coming off without ripping the

page or stripping some of the paper fibers off so the page becomes even more thin.

My grandaughter wanted attractive tabs for her new Bible. These did the trick and she really likes

them. Looking up verses in the Bible is now not frustrating as she uses the tabs to help find them.

I suggest you get a strong bible cover with this our these things well be ripping ur pages. Also once

the colored parts with the name on it you well not be able to take then a part, but you can remove

the tab if you justice the clear part off of the page my tape and fix it. It had useless tabs and not all

of the books of the apocrypha.Helpful tip.Start from the start and when you end up at the bottom of

the book go back to the top and do it the same way with the.

Missing tabs! about a quarter of the tabs are missing. They package included duplicates and is

missing about a quarter of the tabs. Tabs destroy bible pages if bible not kept in a case.



I ruined my bible using these!!! The pages in my bible are super thin and tore! Now many of the tabs

are missing and my bible pages are all messed up. Once they are on the only way to remove is to

cut them off. You are better off spending the money to get an indexed bible or use these on some of

the newer bibles that have thicker pages like a normal book.
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